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Twenty Flying Group
Meets Tomorrow
----- -

Members of the San Jose State
college student council meet again
tonight at about seven o’clock in
With the arrival of their new the Student Union, President Hugh
Twenty
the
in
activity
planes,
Staley announces.
Flying club and the State College
Up for discussion at tonight’s
announces
earnest,
in
Flyers begins
meeting will be the question of IlFrank Petersen, head of the Avialegal use of student body cards by
tion department.
non -students at football games and
Flying instruction for the State
other activities.
College Flyers will begin today,
The election committee of Mary
according to Bob Work, head of
Frees, George Place, and Bill Rodthe organization.
rick, appointed to draw up a new
MEET NOON TODAY
A meeting ’of the new group set of election rules and procedure,
will be held today at noon in Room Is also expected to present a comIII to make arrangements for plete report of suggested changes,
dual time and to plan flight hours
for the next couple. of weeks.
Twenty Flying club members will
meet tomorrow noon in Room 111.
Petersen states, to make flying
arrangements. A report will be
made then regarding the sale of
the club’s older plane, an Aeronca.
Jean Hooker won the first singles
The plane must be sold before title last Saturday by defeating
Titylorcraft.
new
flying the club’s
Thelma Corner of Santa Rosa
points out Petersen.
junior college, when the women’s
INSTRUCTION
Tennis club competed with eight
pro
As for the C.A.A. training
schools at San Francisco junior
gram, Instruction is not expected college’s Palace of Fine Arts.
to get under way before NovemAfter winning her Scat match,
ber 10.
Mary Frees lost in the semi-finals
At the present time the group to Estelle Mouriadian, second is awaiting approval from Wash- singles player from San Francisco
ington in the form of final per- junior college.
mission to go ahead with the proThe first doubles team of Georgram, dates the Aviation departgie Lyan and Florence Gregory
ment head.
was defeated in the first round
by a strong team from San Mateo
junior college.
Lemke and Frances
rheresa
Visher’s win over the San Franlaid) junior college second-doubles
ti :on brought the second title
Three members of the San Jose home.
State college Police School pistol
Junior colleges represented were
team, Arthur Besemer, Voris New- Modesto, Santa Rosa, Sacramensletter. and Jack Fancher, cap- to, San Francisco, Marin, Yuba,
tured four prizes at the Northern San Mateo, San Francisco State,
California Pistol Shoot at Sunny- and San Jose State.
vale Sunday, while the squad of
eight men scored a ’293 average
out of a possible 300.
Fancher was high man, winning
a bronze medal. Newstetter received a bronze medal award in
Class C, National Match course,
and a nrst place award, a case of
tomato juice, in the Class D novelty
Edwin J. Owens, dean of the
shoot. Besemer shot his way to sec sante Clara university Law school
ond place In the Class C, Camp aced ii member of the California
State Bar Association’s committee
Perry course.
Frank Kellam, coach of the local on pre -legal education, will address
team, shot with the San Jose Pistol the members of the ’ere-Legal club
club squad which sponsored the at their dinner meeting in the
meet. Members of the Police School Bachelor’s Grill Wednesday night
tesm are Voris Newstitter, Bill at 6:30.
Davenport, Jack Farwhier. Robert
Mr. Owen M. Broyles, Social
Mogi:neva], and Arthur Besemer Selene,: department instructor, is
Three members of the alternate adviser of the group. All students
squad, Livingstone Hay, Philip planning to attend should contact
Jambs, and Leo Singer, shot in the
or one of the club
meet but failed to win place!.

STATE CO-ED
WINS TENNIS
SINGLES TITLE

PISTOL TEAM
WINS HONORS

Owens Addresses
Pre -Legal Club

Alpha Pi Omega Gives Annual
Barn Dance Saturday Night

HOP

I

Support
Community
Chest Drive

College_ Y

kali
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FLYING CLUBS’ Council Members
ACTIVITIES
Meet Tonight
START TODAY In Student Union

Alpha Pi Omega
fraternity will
hold Its annual
fall barn dance
Saturday night,
October 28.
Music both swing and
sweet will
he. rendered by
Tommy Coleman’s
quintet which
played for the May
DaY breakfast fiancee last
imarter.
Scene of the affair
is picturesque
MataSef’s barn, five
miles off Al -

IS

n

NrNiliER 24

OMMUNITY CHEST
DEPOSITS WANTED
From Tropics To
SPARTA, ONE

Recognition Given On Graph
Campus organizations are urged
the annual Community Chesn drive
Bob Work, Chest head.
Recognition of each deposit will
Graphs, marking the percentage of

Deadly Serpent

-- Right this way, ladeez and gennulmen!
A twisting, squirming, crushing,
death-dealing serpent straight from
the jungles!
Such may be the cry ringing out
In the halls of the Science building
San Jei:i
State college SymIn a few days when Dr. Gayle B.
Pickwell’s class in reptiles exhibits phony and Brass Choir will play in
the rotunda of the California Builda live boa constrictor.
Picked up in a warehouse on ing on Treasure Island Sunday
First street, the snake was brought afternoon, according to Mr. Adolph
to Dr. P. Victor Peterson, Science Otterstein, head of the Music dedepartment head. It will be cured partment.
The symphony will perform from
of a case of ticks before being
1:00 until 3:00 with Mr. Otterstein
exhibited.
Three feet long, the boa is be- on the podium. Mr. Maurice Faulklieved to have come in on a ship- ner is in charge of the Brass Choir
ment of goods from some tropical which will play from 5:00 until
country. A cousin of the constric- 8:00. Last quarter the two musical
tor, more docile in nature and organizations played concerts on
smaller, is found in the Santa Cruz the Island, June 3.

MUSIC GROUPS
TO PLAY ON
TREASURE ISLE

Mountains, according to Dr. Robert D. Rhodes.

Student Aviator
TRYOUTS FOR Tells Of Cross’CHRISTMAS
Country Flight
CAROL’ SET
"Contrary

-Tryouts for the last play of the
quarter, "Christmas Carol", by
Charles Dickens, will be held from
4 to 6 p.m. November 3, in the
Morris Dailey auditorium, Miss
Margaret Douglas of the Speech
department announced yesterday.
Miss Douglas will make the
famous
the
of
dramatization
Christmas story tenet will direct

to

popular

very monotonous," declares Seiden
Edner, one of the five students to
fly the three C.A.A. and the two
flying club’s planes here.
The first flight of ita kind in collegiate aviation history, the planes
were flown from Lockhaven, Pennsylvania, to San Jose.

Noon Hop Tomorrow
At 12:30 In Quad

each time.
1.1111,

mill

be

tomorrow at l’.!:30 in the
Selma
announces
Quad,
111,1c1
Social Affairs chairman
nia en road on Downer avenue. To
to the chairman. the
make it easier for those attending
had a fine turnList noon
signs will be posted.
hut it is expected to he bet Imp
Stive !luso states that this is
strictly a harts donee affair and tomorrow.
"Ragtitne" will be the theme id
those attending should come in cap body dance Friday
propriate costume. Prizes will lie thin next student
Inellint,
November 3
evening,
given to those showing the niost
plans hove not yet been set.
originality

be posted on the giant Chest-0the quota of each organization.
Koin Kettles will be placed In such
convenient places as the library,
in front of the Publications office,
in the quad, at the entrance of the
Home Economics building, and in
the Student Union. All contribu(ions will be greatly appreciated.
WATER POLO TONIGHT
The entertainment phase of the
program begins today when the
"Y" water polo team meets the San
Jose varsity in the pool tonight.
There will be an admission of 10
cents to students and 25 cents to
outsiders, Work stated.
The Community Chest Jamboree
is another feature of the Chest
drive which will be held on November 2 or 3. The Jamboree will feature a dance band with the "Sweet
Sock Five" made up of Len Baskin, Bob Tremaine, Jack Windsor,
Wes
Hammond,
and
"Fungi",
Peters.
BOXING BOUTS PLANNED
George Latka in conjunction with
Bob Work is planning boxing
boxing matches to be held immediately before the drive closes
on November 10.

opinion,

flying an airplane cross-country is

LIKE DRIVING CAR
Much similar to driving an autothe play.
GOOD OPPORTUNITY
mobile, the trip was tiresome beOffering perhaps the best oppor- cause we were cramped for a long
tunity to date for aspiring thes- period at a time with not much
pians, this production will feature room to move in, comments Edner.
63 speaking parts. There are sevThe trip was not spoiled by any
eral good parts in this dramatiza- mishaps except for the few times
that,
tion and many smaller parts
the flyers were forced down bewhile good, do not require much cause of carburetor trouble in one
work as far as rehearsal attend- of the ships.
ance is concerned.
On one forced landing made east
All students who are interested
of Cheyenne, related the student
in dramatics are invited by Miss
flyer, the plane narrowly missed a
Douglas to engage In tryouts, esherd of horses.
pecially those who tried out for
Another landing made in Iowa
"Twelfth Night" and "Our Town".
Copies of the story or the. script brought out the practical side of a
will Inc on reserve in the library farmer’s nature when again car.
buretor trouble forced the same
b.liiiiilay.
plane down in a corn field.
GHOST SCENE EFFECTIVE
LET’S PICK CORN
The i:host scene in the play is
Here the farmer asked us if se,
expected to be particularly effeewould Like to pick some corn whil,
(Continued on Page Four)
we were there, recalled the stutli9ii
Not once were they forced to
in a mechanic, as they managed I,.
get the plane in working order
I lit.

to turn in their contributions for
as soon as possible, announces

Another incident recalled by Edner was over Nebraska when the
ships were flying low in formation
to escape the winds and the noise
of the motors scared chickens and
scattered cows in all directions.
’armlet.
k with
school children from schools came
out ten see the sight, and as the
dyer deelated, "Looked its if they
had never seem an airplane before."

P. E. SHOW
TALENT HOLDS
CONFERENCE
The first meeting of talent for
Phi Epsilon Kappa’s, honorary
men’s P.E. fraternity, "Spartan
Review" will he held in the Student Union at 7:30 tonight.
Representatives from each act
in the show who should be present
for the short business meeting are:
Helen Smith Quartet, Budros and
O’Brien, Radio club, Len Baskin,
Windsor and Hammond, Hawaiian serenaders, and Mary LOU
Hoffman, announces Jim Fahn,
co-chairman.
"Besides the above mentioned
talent, a well known orchestra.
former Revelries stars, and faculty
pcifiirmers will take part in the
eideest vaudeville show ever pre,ented to any San Jose audience,"
Fahn expounded.

Students Invited
To Hear Lecture
y von iana.ng
--i
San Jose State college students
I are extended a special invitation to
meet and hear Don Blanding, noted
California poet, Thursday from 11
a.m. until I p.m. at Hart’s store
In San Jose.
Mr. Blanding will talk and read
from his own works at 11 o’clock
the auditorium on Hart’s third
IIn
floor. He will then meet visitors
and give autographs.
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Just Among
Ourselves

San Jose State College

J1/2attan Vally
Dedicated to the best interests of San Jose Stair

By DR. T. W. MacQUARRIE

ntered as second class matter at the San Jose Post Office
Mtike a two -point landing when
Colley.
Publiehed every school day by the Aosoclated Student. of San Jose State
you park on San Carlos, San Fer.,,
ISIS South First Sire
Columbia 43.5
Prose of Globe Printing Co.
[tondo. or Seventh. Try to have
Sidneription 7k per quarter or $1.741 per yeer.
the tires of both front wheels
touching the curb. Take it look
time and see how good you
each
Phone Col. 4405
343 East Reed Street
in as close as you reasCome
are.
7800
Bal.
Phone,
Office
onably can to the next car. Don’t
hesitate to box a ear that is parked
badly. A little care, a little skill, a
Phone Bal. 2461-W
East San Fernando
Office Phone Bel 7800
few moments of time, and you’ll ex tend a courtesy to a great many
RODRICK
BILL
BART MAYNARD,
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
’ people.
EUGENE HARVIE, MARY TRAUB,
I wonder if we can’t devise a
COPY EDITORS
the poor
SWENSON scheme to distinguish
PONY
EDITOR
SPORTS
porkers. We might have red, danger
GENERAL NEWS: Clarence Brown, Jack Clark, Jack Duttweiler. cards printed and fastened on the
Margaret Etcheverry, Harry Graham. John Healy, Eleanor Imem, windshields. On one we could have
Chris Jensen. Mary Jane Kirby, Glenn Krumme, Irene Mellott. something like this: UNSKILLED
Elizabeth Moody. Vance Perry, Dou Peterson, Ruth Plumb, Matgaret Richter, Eleanor Raney, Bill Regan, Florence Seudelu. --BEWARE! On another: SKILL
ED, BUT SELFISHLOOK OUT:
Otto Tallent, Ed Velarde. Gardner Waters, Culver Wold,
II
Bonanno, Carlton Peregoy, Svend Hansen, Con Lacy
We might have another also! IN
Litten, Ben Frizzi.
A HURRY, NOT VERY BRIGHT
Opinions expressed in these signed columns do not necessarily . DANGEROUS!
represent the opinions of the Spartan Daily but of the writers themI 11111 not sure whether we could
given.
selves to whom free expression in these editorial CO11111111:4 Is
manage that, but it might help. The
Day Editors: Harry Graham, John I Italy, Bill Regan, Eleanor Raney. rest of us, of course, could sympathize with the limited ones, and
BILL BEGAN
DAY EDITOR, This Issue
perhaps help and encourage them.
At the same time, we could keep
out of their way. No use jeopardizing perfectly good people by giving consideration to others who
are unskilled, careless, selfish, or
retarded.
The new parking on Seventh
street has been a great help to the
whole situation. It has added a
service and a comfort to a great
many of us. I hope we may all do
our hit to make it a permanent
success.

EDITOR

FRED MERRICK .

BUSINESS MANAGER

DICK OFSTAD
281

Does America Want War?
it’ course, America does not want war. At least that’s edict ,
piople think. But let’s look into this a little closer.
If I asked anyone if America should aid the Allies, they
probably say yes, we should help England and France preserve t,
empires. I am not going to argue that point at this time if kw,.
gives them this aid as it probably will by selling them war mateni
it will not do so with a wonderful ideal of preserving
right, but with the ideal of maintaining the size of Its poecki,
alone is behind all propaganda for assisting the Allies.
First Anierica will Hen, and they will pay in cash. When the A
no more money, We Win extend them credit; when thy cc,,.
more seaurity for credit, AllleriCa will grant theta loans. By thitt
we. :ind when I say we I mean not only the capitalist,
father, tny father you and nearly every other American
invested in their war, Just where are we going to get the mon,.
this investment " Whiii you sell huge quantities of war natteriaftt ,
stiniullite American industry, and when you stimulate Aineriop;
dustry, you till American pockets.
If America must have war, why not have it right here at her
Why not declare war on poverty, sickness, and crime? Here art
structive forces, so powerful that no one has ever been able to cons:
them.
If the people oppose something as individuals, they are lost e.
they start, but standing together as a unified body they will se.
most powerful organ on earth. And this powerful force that a pec
i’as is public opinion. A force that even the dictator fears.
whether America should go to war, wile, .
not a pt. Alt 01
It
oa wht lii,, it trust go, but an issue of hot got:,
it V,11)
Th,.
to War, because they, as de,
iitt-tit, 1,,
t.t.i
st.i.,.1 together against war. When flu:
people. .... ...qt..:
1,11 aWn.
Ili..1
d,1,. H..\
LK( /NARD BOCK.

Thrust and Parry
(Ed. Note: This column expresses the writer’s views. The Spas:
Daily assumes no responsibility for the opinions expressed.,

YOUR SUPPORT NEEDED

With the Community’ Chest drive gathering momentum, plans for money-raising activities on the campus are
supprogressing rapidly and demand your it
port.
This year, as last, entertainment will be substituted
for the "Give till it hurts" idea. It is hoped that by this
method, plus the voluntary and organization contributions,
the $300 quota may be reached.
The Community Chest organization is a worthy cause
and should be supported by every student on the Square
through his attendance to the Chest campus activities.
Activities begin tonight with a water polo match in
Spartan
pool, this is followed by the Community Chest
the
Jamboree early in November, and the drive ii ill culminate
with boxing matches November
Besides the entertainment, there is the satisfaction of
helping some needy person in this community.
Help those who cannot help themselvessupport your
Harvie.
campus Communii Chest activities.

FAT ON THE PURE
By JIM BAILEY

The
lulu!

Stockton

invasion

was

a ! arm for itself!
.

I

My feet were rested okeh .
.
We went up two thousand strong they should have been, they were
in Bill Newby’s face! From now
. . and came back a little weak!
on his motto is, "A foot in the
This is the first time I’ve ever face is worth a too in the goo!"
had a hang-over from a train ride. Ain’t that awful!
Speaking of hanging over . . I
know a guy who can tell you more
about that! His nose looked like
the third rail contact arm of an
electric train!
.i.

I

Anyway, LaBee didn’t make a
speech!
.

When the train stopped for five
minutes in Lodi some atudents
thought we were home . . we lost
As rare as a Herbert Hoover half our Men that way!
.
booster, was a sober Wooster!
The half that could move!
I think the game was played!

ITALIAN CLUB
COSTUME PARTY
FOR HALLOWE’EN

On the way home I rode with
a little lady from Long Beach ta
town in the Wastelands). Her
name is Betty McAfee. She was
near the window so she curled up
An iiruiuttl 111ilio
i’ustitiite
in her corner and went to sleep., party is being helii by the Italian
Did you ever see a long beach elub in Itremi 1 of the Id B. build corner? It extends from the win- mg tonight at 7:30, announced Virdow of the car to the middle of the gin", La Rocca. correspondent.
aisle.
Along with dittoing, there will
hi. games and plenty of fun Ref curled up on the arm of the freshrtients will be served. All new
chair!
and old members of the club are
In my case it was every leg and Invited to attend.

Thinking It

WAOTEVRser

By GARDNER
Last week this column took i,..
casion to criticize those education:I!
methods by which the student
crammed with fails supposedly tit
Ong him for maim,
A living
a
method which nee!. -i. t he equally
important filet...
siting an object of inteicst
h :nay persist
throughout the life of the individual.
The writer is still inclined to this
opinion but admits that there is
also another side to the question.
That is, the student himself.
If the student expects or asks
that a subject of study be made a
living thing retie t than a cadaver
of facts, then he would seem obligated to present a receptive at titude on his part.
Unfortunately many of us do not
to this. Some of our courses are
required subjects and we approach
them in the manner of sheep being
led to the slaughter house.
Granted that students are rarely
aware of this obligation on thei
part, and granted that even if they
were, they still would not present
a receptive attitudewhat
then
should be the method of the true
educator?
We heard one professor explain
his method which was to the effect
that if during the first lecture or
two he found the class responsive
and taking an intelligent interest
%s led he hail to say, then he
).ssedil put his best efforts into
inaking the course interesting.
,
If only a few members of the
’class displayed this attitude, then
he addressed himself to them anti
more or less ignored 111. others, It
no members of th.
hiss show...I
interest, then he pf
1 f
thrElligh the motion
t 1
get what they might out of th.
coursi,
The writer cannot understand
how anyone who styles himself an

Dear Thrust and Parry. MI.
Yeah, I read Gardner Watia,’
article. Sure there’s a money -grabbing attitude around here. Why
not? You seem to object to It. Huh’
What do you expect? People will
work for money, but when they
want brain -food, they take what
they get. If they can’t learn a way
iu earn a living in a class, ,they
gevaer
course
ns.tontinc.11::i.
.IS11.1
making him
1...cause
I ! \ 7s: BLAISE".
’

wt chew it all lhe tilllv
!!’
aeainetors don’t take ne.,),.
atiailist it. We think chewhe
e: too’ But we don’t spit it
....
people sit and we wish oti
"’’P1’ wouldn’t spit where we
S I

!sear Thrust ate! Barry:
It seems that there is agree:
this college who find the
from high school too great fie
have yet to learn the true spirit 1.111111./ ;It iitll Sit Iiet’eSSary is on:
st hi) iii of this size Perhap
of "rah rah" boys h
I i,ar Thrtist
I believe that they or" ,
think can’
"’"
"
\A . ;ire proud tiLt the cause of school star
I
,hall sit t It, ir to:or-enthusiasm.
"I tt I" 1."
on it while
Hitch. We
It is obvious that their main:
sit with our backs against the cor- pose is to attract attention toter
ridor will. .lust now in the folly selvesremember
the last
of our ignorance we think this is a meeting in the City attack,
tine thing.
. when prominent public and slis
It is a beautiful corridor. We are ’officials were embarrassed by o
proud of it. Our lunch is very good. misplaced enthusiasm if ho
We have a fine chat. Then we think group?
we will go in and study. We pick
We firmly believe that if the
up the books we pack (because VMS more yelling at the right lb
there aren’t enough lockers) and , and less heckling at the ettrI
rise to go away. Goo! Something is :I
time a group of this sort eet.wrong. Chewing gum.
stimulate the entire student Irs:
We like chewing gum. We do not
Let’s get together next tr
I hink chewing gum a had habit. In What say, fellows"

joe;

R. it.
educator or who assumes the obli
JIMMY HALLOW
gations of a teacher could take this
AL FINN.
attitude.
Granted that a student fails to
live up to his obligations of trying
lo get all that he can out of a
iourse, this does not relieve the
dite.itor of his obligation to make
the subject an object of interest
Its,’ State -Santa Bar’
rather than it collection of details
aliztil
He cannot do this by merely em- I 11 tan gam.. Friday
ehaltoi.
phasizing those salient facts on N. wii,an chit, under the
of Bob S’hottenhamer Is
which the student will he graded at
gano.
exam time. Ile must not only en
"1 Inn an lifter the
he held
Hue daunt’
deavor to instill intoptrlon:,liotnuu4denatmai ,
r egard for those
:loin either ootothers
I fundamental principles of a suldeet
,,1
which tnake it a ilvieurde
111,1,1t
If he
e,rt
ra and 28
role of a t rue
effort to lend. not .1.
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FLYING CLUBS’ Council Members
ACTIVITIES
Meet Tonight
START TODAY In Student Union

I

F.:"1 /.1Y, (

1 OBER 24, 1939

From Tropics To

Members of the San Jose State
college student council meet again
tonight at about seven o’clock in
With the arrival of their new the’ Student Union, President Hugh
Twenty
the
in
activity
planes,
Staley announces.
College
Flying club and the State
Up for discussion at tonight’s
announces
earnest,
in
begins
Flyers
meeting will be the question of ilAviathe
of
head
Right this way. ladeez and gmn
Frank Petersen,
legal use of student body cards by
nulmen!
tion department.
non -students at football games and
State’
the
for
instruction
A twisting, squirming, crushing.
Flying
other activities.
death -dealing serpent straight from
College Flyers will begin today,
head
of
The
election
committee
Work,
of
Mary
the jungles!
according to Bob
Frees, George Place, and Bill Rod.
Such may be the cry ringing out
the organization.
rick, appointed to draw up a new in the halls of the Science building
MEET NOON TODAY
A meeting ’of the new group set of election rules and procedure, in a few days when Dr. Gayle B.
will be held today at noon in Room Is also expected to present a com- Pickwell’s class in reptiles exhibits
111 to make arrangements for plete report of suggested changes a live boa constrictor.
dual time and to plan flight hours
licked up in a warehouse on
for the next couple of weeks.
First street, the snake was brought
Twenty Flying club members will
Dr. P. Victor Peterson, Science
meet tomorrow noon in Room 111,
d.liartment head. It will be cured
Petersen states, to make flying
a ease of ticks before being
arrangements. A report will be
exhibited.
of
sale
the
regarding
then
made
Three feet long, the boa is bethe club’s older plane, an Aeronca
Jean Hooker won the first singles lieved to have come in on a shipbefore
sold
be
must
The plane
title last Saturday by defeating ! ment of goods from some tropical
flying the club’s new Taylorcraft, Thelma Corner of Santa Rosa country. A cousin of the constricPetersen.
points out
junior college, when the women’s tor, more docile in nature and
INSTRUCTION
Tennis club competed with eight smaller, is found in the Santa Cruz
protraining
As for the C.A.A.
schools at San Francisco junior Mountains, according to Dr, Robexpected
gram, instruction is not
college’s Palace of Fine Arts.
ert D. Rhodes.
to get under way before NovemAfter winning her first match,
ber 10,
lost
in
the
semi-finals
Frees
Mary
At the present time the group Ii Estelle Mouriadian, secondIs awaiting approval from Wash
oigles player from San Francisco
ington in the form of final per
::iiiior college.
mission to go ahead with the pie,
The first doubles team of Georgram, states the Aviation &pal
.1ie Lyan and Florence Gregory
ment head.
was defeated in the first round
Icy a strong team from San Mateo
junior college.
Tryouts for the last play of the
’rheresa Lemke and Frances
quarter, "Christmas Carol", by
is win over the San FranCharles Dickens, will be held from
ambit’ college second-doubles
4 to 6 p.m. November 3, in the
brought the second Utle
Morris Dailey auditorium, Miss
Three members of the San Jos.
Margaret Douglas of the Speech
colleges represented were
State college Police School pistol
department announced yesterday.
santa Rosa, Sacramentram, Arthur Besemer, Voris New Miss Douglas will make the
stetter, and Jack Fancher, cap I,p, Sall Francisco, Mann, Yuba, Inimatization
famous
the
of
State,
Francisco
Lured four prizes at the Northern Sae Mateo, San
Christmas story and will direct
California Pistol Shoot at Sunny- , and San Jose State.
the play.
vale Sunday, while the squad of !
GOOD OPPORTUNITY
eight men scored a 243 average
Offering perhaps the best opporout of a possible 300.
lenity to date for aspiring thes0
Fancher was high man, winning
pians, this production will feature
a bronze medal. Newstetter re63 speaking parts. There are sevceived a bronze medal award in
eral good parts in this dramatizaClass C, National Match course,
tion and many smaller parts that,
and a first place award, a case of
while good, do not require much
tomato juice, in the Class D novelty
Edwin .1. Owens, dean of the work as far as rehearsal attendshoot. Besemer shot his way to sec- Santa Clara university Law school ance is concerned.
ond place in the Class C, Camp and a member of the California
All students who are interested
Perry course.
State Bar Association’s committee in dramatics are invited by Miss
address
will
education,
Prank Kellam, coach of the local on pre -legal
Douglas to engage in tryouts, esteam, shot with the San Jose Pistol the members of the Pre-Legal club pecially those who tried out for
the
in
club Num’ which sponsored the at their ditinir meeting
"Twelfth Night" and "Our Town".
,
meet. Members of the Police School Bachelor’s Crill Wednesday night
opies of the story or the script
team are Voris Newdetter ltitl :it 6:30
will Ile on reserve in the library
lIriiyh-s, Social id cola V.
Davenport, Jack Faucher. Robert
MogYnann, and Arthur 11(.81’1111’1’ Seleilv. .1,1,11(11110’W 111SirUetOr, is
GHOST SCENE EFFECTIVE
Three members of the alternate lbbe..
ci the group. All students
TIo 014,SI :Weill’ ill the play is
muad, Livingstone Hay, Philip
to attend should contaet eXpreleil l,1 be particularly effechirohm, and Iaso Singer, shot in tie. \
..d.1 es or one of the chili
i Contmurd on Page Four )
meet but failed to win

SPARTA ; ONE

Deadly Serpent

STATE CO-ED
WINS TENNIS
SINGLES TITLE

N UM BER 24

Recognition Given On Graph
Campus organizations are urged
the annual Community Chest drive
Bpb Work, Chest head.
Recognition of each deposit will
Graphs. marking the percentage of

MUSIC GROUPS
ITO PLAY ON
’TREASURE ISLE
- - -San Jose State college Symphony and Brass Choir will play ice
the rotunda of the California Building on Treasure Island Sunday
afternoon, according to Mr. Adolph
Otterstein, head of the Music department.
The symphony will perform from
1:00 until 3:00 with Mr. Otterstein
on the podium. Mr. Maurice Faulkner is in charge of the Brass Choir
which will play from 5:00 until
6:00. Last quarter the two musical
organizations played concerts on
the Island, June 3.
- -

Student Aviator
TRYOUTS FOR Tells Of Cross’CHRISTMAS
Country Flight
CAROL’ SET

PISTOL TEAM
WINS HONORS

wens Addresses
Pre-Legal Club

Alpha Pi Omega Gives Annual
Barn Dance Saturday Night
maden road on Downer avenue. To
make it easier for those attending :
signs will be posted.
Steve Hose states that this is
strictly 11 barn dance affair and
at,
those attending should come in
propriate isostume. Prizes will be
eiviei to those showing the :mist
iiriginality

Chest Drive

,COMMUNITY CHEST
DEPOSITS WANTED

Twenty Flying Group
Meets Tomorrow

Alpha PI Omega
fraternity will
hold its
annual fall barn dance
Saturday night,
October 28.
Music both swing and
sweet will
Ice’ rendered
by Tommy Coleman’s
quintet Which
played for the May
Day breakfast
dance last quarter.
Scene of the affair
is picturesque
Mussel’s barn, five
miles off Al-

cosmuzuonIty

Daily
_State_ ColLege.__

Noon Hop Tomorrow
At 12:30 In Quad

"Contrary

to

popular

to turn in their contributions for
as soon as possible, announces

be posted on the giant Cheat -0the quota of each organization.
Koin Kettles will be placed in such
Iconvenient places as the library,
in front of the Publications office,
in the quad, at the entrance of the
Home Economics building, and in
the Student Union. All contributions will be greatly appreciated.
WATER POLO TONIGHT
The entertainment phase of the
program begins today when the
" ye’ water polo team meets the San
Jose varsity in the pool tonight.
There will be an admission of 10
, cents to students and 25 cents to
outsiders, Work stated.
The Community Chest Jamboree
is another feature of the Chest
drive which will be held on November 2 or 3. The Jamboree will feature a dance band with the "Sweet
Sock Five" made up of Len Baskin, Bob Tremaine, Jack Windsor,
Wes
Hammond,
and
"Fungi",
Peters.
BOXING BOUTS PLANNED
George Latka in conjunction with
Bob Work is planning boxing
boxing matches to be held immediately before the drive closes
on November 10.

opinion,

flying an airplane cross-country is
very monotonous," declares Selden
Miler, one of the five students to
fly the three C.A.A. and the two
flying climb’s planes here.
The first flight of its kind in collegiate aviation history, the planes
were flown from Lockhaven, Pennsylvania, to San Jose.
LIKE DRIVING CAR
Much similar to driving an automobile, the trip was tiresome because we were cramped for a long
period at a time with not much
room to move in, comments Edner.
The trip was riot spoiled by any
mishaps except for the few times
the flyers were forced down because of carburetor trouble in one
of the ships.
On one forced landing made east
of Cheyenne. related the student
flyer, the plane narrowly missed a
herd of horses.
Another landing made in Iowa
brought out the practical side of a
farmer’s nature when again carburetor trouble forced the same
plane down in a corn field.

LET’S PICK CORN
Here the farmer asked us if we
would like to pick some corn while
we were there, recalled the student
Not once were they forced to c. ill
iIi a niechanic. as they managed t.
get the plane in working Ord:,
each time.
Another incident recalled by Ed
ner was over Nebraska when the
ships were flying low in formation
to escape the winds and the noise
of the motors scared chickens and
scattered cows in all directions.

cc ill be
in the
held 1,n,1,, row
Selma
announces
Quad,
inner
Kann. Social Affairs chairman.
to the chairman, the
last noon dance had it fine turnout, but it is eXpeeiell to be better
Farniers and wives ithing with
tomorrow
school efuldiem froni schools came
"Itat.itime" will be the them. .
outIc, s,, th, sight, and as the
the next student body dance Fri
"Looked as if they
Den
Noveniber 3.
evening,
an airplane before."
plans have tad yet been set

P. E. SHOW
TALENT HOLDS
,CONFERENCE
The first meeting of talent for
Phi Epsilon Kappa’s, honorary
men’s P.E. fraternity, "Spartan
Review" will he held in the Student Union at 7:30 tonight.
Representatives from each act
in the show who should be present
for the short business meeting are:
Helen Smith Quartet, Budros and
O’Brien, Radio club, Len Baskin,
Windsor and Hammond, Hawaiian serenaders. and Mary Lou
Hoffman, announces Jim Fahn,
co-chairman.
"Besides the above mentioned
talent, a well known orchestra.
:oiliest. Revelries stars, and faculty
pis:formers will take part in the
gia..iit,t vaudeville show ever presented to any San Jose audience,"
Fain: expounded

Students Invited
To Hear Lecture
By Don Blanding
San Jose State college students
a re extended a special invitation to
meet and hear Don Blanding. noted
California poet, Thursday from 11
a.m. until 1 p.m. at 11art’s store
in San Jose.
Mr. Blanding will talk and Jead
from his own works at 11 o’clock
In the auditorium on Hart’s third
floor. Ile will then meet visitors
and give autographs.
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Does America Want War?

Just Among
Ourselves
By OR. T. W. MacQUARRIE
a

-----

1,11151.. A1111’1’1(11. dims lui,l Wallt Wal AI least that’s whate,,
people think. But term Iook into this a little closer
If I asked anyone if America should aid the Allies, they
probably say yes, we should help England and France
empires. I am not going to argue that point at this time. If amt,
gives them this aid as it probably will by selling them war mat,.
it will not do so with a wonderful ideal of preserving
right, but with the ideal of maintaining the size of its pocket
alone is behind all propaganda for assisting the Allies.
First America will sell. alld I /Icy win pay in cash. When the&
buy,. no more money, we will extend 110111 credit; when thy hit,
lii’’ st.surity for credit, America will grant them loans. By
we. And when I Say WV I nman niit only the capitalist but y.
,V1 iv,.t
you and m
r American will I...
lather, my fall’t
i
.11Ilit WIWI.
tit get the mon":
invested in 111,11
lie Invest timid " When you sell huge quantities Of Will’ materigh ,
1111111Mi industry, and when you ,timulate Anieriou.
silirMM.
V you till AllltI’l../Ill pockets.
If America must have war, why not have it right here at her.
Why not declare war on poverty, sickness, and crime? Here are:,
structive forces, so powerful that no one has ever been able to cog..
them.
If the people oppose something as individuals, they are lost tit’:
they start, but standing together as a unified body they will be).
most powerful organ on earth. And this powerful force that a pn.,
has is public opinion. A force that even the dictator fears.
P is not a question ol whether Am, II I should go to war, wh..!
lo,,
if list
II would Ithe 1i go, or whello, it must
1
c, , I hey, as Its
’1’11,, :\ merle:in
cratie 1)001)10, ;ire’ going to st o,1 t.e.etle I .1 t.;1111,1 WM. When tbti
oveiti,,E,ONARD
dorte they will tight no war 1,1
BOCK

the San toe Post ()Ohre
Make a two-point landing whet
Students of San Jew State College
you park on San Carlos, San Fer
1415 South Firm Strom
415
mamba or Seventh. Try to have
or $1.50 pm year
the tires of both front wheels
touching the curb. Take a look
each time and see how good you
Phone Col 4405
343 East Reed Street
are. Conic in as close as you reasOffice Phone, Bal. 7800
onably can to the next car, Don’t
hesitate to box a ear that is parked
I adly. A little rare, a little skill, a
Phone Bal. 2461-W
281 East San Fernando
Office Phone Bal 7800
few moments of time, and you’ll ex I )nd a courtesy to a great many
BART MAYNARD, BILL RODRICK
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
[monk\
EUGENE HARVIE, MARY TRAUB
I wonder if we can’t devise a
COPY EDITORS
scheme to distinguish the poor
SWENSON
PONY
SPORTS EDITOR
parkers. We might have red, danger
Clarence Brown. Jack Clark, Jack Duttweiler cards printed and fastened on the
GENERAL NEWS:
Margaret Etcheverry, Harry Graham, John Healy, Eleanor Irwin. windshields. On one we could have
Chris Jensen, Mary Jane Kirby, Glenn Krumme, Irene Melton, something like this: UNSKILLED
Elizabeth Moody. Vance Perry, Don Peterson, Ruth Plumb. Mar- I
garet Richter, Eleanor Raney, Bill Regan, Florence Solder, ! BEWARE! On another: SKILLOtto Tallent. Ed Velarde, Gardner Waters, Culver Wold, Frank 1 ED, BUT SELFISHLOOK OUT!
Bonanno, Carlton Peregoy, Svend Hansen, Con Lacy, Him% We might have another also! IN
Litton, Ben Frizzi.
A HURRY, NOT VERY BRIGHT
Opinions expressed in these signed columns do not necessarily DANGEROUS!
represent the opinions of the Spartan Daily but of the writers the.
I am not sure whether we could
selves to whom free expression in these editorial columns is give. manage that, hut it might help. The
Day Editors: Harry Graham, John Healy, Bill Regan, Eleanor Raney. rest of us, of course, could sympathize with the limited ones, and
BILL REG A N
DAY EDITOR, This Issue
perhaps help and encourage them.
At the same time, we could keep
out of their way. No use jeopardiz- t Ed. Note: This column expresses the writer’s views. The Sparta
ing perfectly good people by giv-i
Daily assumes no responsibility for the opinions expressed.)
Mg consideration to others who
fact vve chew it all the time*
momen- are uns killed, careless, selfish, or Ibiar Thrust and Parry.
With the
retarded,
Yeah, I read Garaner Waters’ inati.uct ars dalet take mew)
are
turn, plans for money -raising
The new parking on Seventh
article. Sure there’s a money -grab- against a We think chewing
street has been a great help to the
bing attitude around here. Why iS fun! But we don’t spit It
whole situation. It has added a
not? You seem to object to it. Huh! where people sit and we wishie,.
port.
service and a comfort to a great
What do you expect? People will people wouldn’t spit where wer
many of us. I hope we may all
R.
I
work for money, but when they
our hit to make it a permanent
want brain-food, they take what
success.
they get. If they can’t learn a way Hear Thrust and Parry:
to earn a living in a class, they
It $eems that there Is a grout
don’t take it. But who ever heard this college who find the jut
of somebody’s dropping, a course from high sehool too great. Tr
1).)eatise it wasn’t making. him have yet to learn the tree spirit:
By GARDNER WATERS
"EVAN MANE".
cooperation SO Iletlegliary in tor.
stitidiao of this size. Perhapst
List week this column took im
boys ("lttN.,
iii If "rah rah"
ar
mit and Parry:
elision to criticize those educational
t,,lieve that they ante, .
W like our lawn. ’IV.’ thitil«mr
methods by which the student is
of school spirit t)
eramtned with facts supposedly fit- lawn is very pretty. We are prowl
n
fact we HMO: we shall Hit I heir over -enthusiasm.
ling him for making a living a
It Is obvious that their mama’
I
which neglects the equally en it whik W, eat our lunch. We
important factor of creating an 01, !sit with our hacks against the car- pose is to attract attention tothr
the last r
ject of interest which may persist I’ll ’ii’ wall. Just now in the folly selvesremember
throughout the life of the in- I our ignorance we think this is a meeting in the City auditorir
tine thing.
when prominent public and sto
dividual.
adirilies.
It is a beautiful corridor. We are officials were embarrassed Or
The writer is still inclined to this
opinion but admits that there is proud of it. Our lunch is very good. m i pl aced enthusiasm of 0)
1:lnleteg as set,rol class mallet at
Published every whop’ day by the Ameociated
Columbia
Poems ol Globe Printing Co.
Subscription 75c pee quarter

EDITOR

FRED MERRICK

BUSINESS MANAGER

DICK OFSTAD

Thrust and Parry

YOUR SUPPORT NEEDED

Community Chest drive gathering
activities on the campus
your whole-hearted supdemand
and
rapidly
progressing

This year, as last, entertainment will be substituted
for the "Give till it hurts" idea. It is hoped that by this
method, plus the voluntary and organization contributions,
the $300 quota may be reached.
The Community Chest organization is a worthy cause
and should be supported by every student on the Square
through his attendance to the Chest campus activities.
Activities begin tonight with a water polo match in
the Spartan pool, this is followed by the Community Chest
Jamboree early in November, and the drive will culminate
with boxing matches November to.
Besides the entertainment, there is the satisfaction of
helping some needy persrm in this community.
Help those who cannot help themselvessupport your
Harvie.
campus Community Chest

FAT ON THE IFIII2E
By JIM BAILEY

The
lulu!

Stockton

invasion

was

a arm for itself!

a
e
My feet were rested okeh . . .
We went up two thousand strong they should have been, they were
in Bill Newby’s face! From now
. . and came back a little weak!
on his motto is, "A foot in the
This is the first time I’ve ever face is worth a coo in the goo!"
had a hang -over from a train ride. Ain’t that awful!

A flyway, La Bee didn’t :mike a
Speaking of hanging over . . I
know a guy who can tell you more stasech!
*
about that! His nose looked like
When the train stopped for five
the third rail contact arm of an
minutes in Lodi some students
electric train!
bought we were home .
lost
As rare as a Herbert Hoover half our men that way!
booster, was a sober Wooster!

t

The half that could move!
I think the game was played’
On the way home I rode with
a little lady from Long Beach Is
town in the Wastelands). Her
name is Betty McAfee. She was
near the window so she curled up
In her corner and went to sleep.
Did you ever see a long beach
corner? It extends from the window of the car to the middle of the
aisle.

ITALIAN CI...UB
COSTUME PARTY

An annual Hallowe’en (amino,
party is being held by the Italian
club in Room 1 of the
E. build
ing tonight at 7:30, announced Vi,
gin is La Roima, corresfsmilim
Along with dallying, there will
be games and plenty of fun. It.
I curled up on the arm of the fresh 111(1115 will be served. All new
chair!
and old members of the club are
In my case it waa every leg and invited to attend.

do

Thinking It Over

also another side to the question.
That is, the student himself.
If the student expects or asks
that a subject of study he made a
living thing rather than a cadaver
of facts, then he would seem obligated to present a receptive attitude on his part.
finfortunately many of us do not
do this. Some of our courses an.
required subjects and we approach
them in the manner of sheep being
led to the slaughter house.
Granted that students are rarely
aware of this obligation on thei.
part, and granted that even if they
were, they still would not present
a receptive attitude what then
should be the method of the true
educator?
We heard one professor explain
his method whii,h was to the effect
that If during the first lecture or
two he found the class responsive
and taking an intelligent interest
what he hail to say, then he
%email put his best efforts Into
making the course interesting.
If only a few members of the
hoer displayed this :Maude, thin
he addressed himself to them HMI
more or less ignored the others, It
members of the class show,
1141’1,0 then he just sort of went
through the motions and let them
’it what they might out of the
4.1.1111.S4’
The writer cannot understand
how anyone who styles himself an

1

We have a fine chat. Then we think
we will go in and study. We pick
up the books we pack (because
there aren’t enough lockers) and
rise to go away. Goo! Something Is
wrong. Chewing gum.
do not
We like chewing gum. We
lank chewing gum a hail habit. In

group?
We firmly believe that If
was more yelling at the right Ii’
and less heckling at the en.
time a group of this sort es.
atimulate the entire studeet bad
next II!:

Wih’itett’ssayg,etfeltioolagest"her.
B It,
educator or who assumes the obli- ’
JIMMY
gations of a teacher could take this
FINN.
Maude.
Granted that a student fails to
liye hip to his obligations of trying
I o get all that he can out of a
eourse, this does not relieve the
educator of his obligation to make
subject an object of interest
the
rather than a collection of details
lIe cannot do this by merely ern- 1’11’5111.’1:111
the (+alma:
phasizing those salient raider on Newman club lira.)).
lsor
which the student will he panted at AM) af Hob Shottenhamer
game tail
lemon time He mufit 11111 11111V ellIll ing an :if ter the
!.
mim will lie held id
’[’he
deaviu. to instill into the student a
bills maybe,’
problems and NPW"""’ Gail, and
oft
for thR
1110111berS
tt,.’1,
’1 1"111lltal
P PTO
a 8""i"t
which make it
denamle thing
lance is tO
III’ on, 1,..!
)...
!
2$
i,t
1,110 111
!Ill, ’Ii LI
be or
,11.01-t
tf
II ’lull,
oil the date
Art,,,.
.sise
lb fob,
’27
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Community Chest Aquatic Show in Pool
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By

PONY

SWENSON

pinch(Editor’s Note: Peregoy
hitting for Swenson.)
the Hp.i
Good news came to
when
campus yesterday
reported that
Bob Titchenal
been transferred
ther Dave had
Hospital to
front the San Jose
is get
school Health Cottage, and
tine along fine.
Dave left the city hospital Sat under
today after having been
observation for anything more
---’,
serious than the ’
brain concussum
sustained in the
automobile accident on the eve se.,of ti e Pacific.
game.
He is "coming
line lc" in fine
shape and should
return to school Dave Titchcnal
h ,,,
in a week. Nothing definite
as to how
been determined yet
long the veteran quarterback will
be lost to the Spartans. but it will
be several weeks anyway.
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Varsity Water Polo Team Faces YMCA
For City Championship Tonight

.
One of the greatest Iowan, shows in recent years will be pre1. 1sented in the Spartan pool tonight at 8 p.m. when Coach Charlie
Walker’s San Jose varsity water polo team meets the local YMCA
squad for the city championship. In addition to the feature contest,
diving exhibitions, comedy acts and special events are to be pre,

sSet
naFor
tra
pS.dFootball
etnSuccess
ecs
Santa
Barbara Invasions Minor !Due To Play Of
B ruises Bother
reat Lin’ esmen
Team
I

TO CREATE INTEREST
The performance, carded in an
effort to stimulate interest in the
water sport, will be a benefit
affair with the Community Chest
Greceiving the entire proceeds. Admission for students will be ten
cents; however, any additional
sum for the Community Chest
,
l
By MORRIS MANOOGIAN
i Right Halfback on the Spartan will be appreciated. Townspeople
The Del:root-Warner grid mawifi be admitted for twenty-five
chine swings into high gear this
Football Eleven.)
cents.
week as the Spartans prepare for
s,witn down and six to go. So it
In the water polo tilt the State
flit’ invasion of Gauchos from Santa
ilands as the Spartans enter the
Barbara State college on Friday
home stretch in their hid for na- septet, at present tied for first
cight in the Spartan Stadium.
tional recognition and another suc- place in the Bay Cities Water
cessful season. With each succeed- Water Polo League, will meet one
REST YESTERDAY
of their strongest opponents of
, ing victory, the path becomes a
The Spartans were given a rest
the, season in the San Jose ’Y’
yesterday by Coach DeGroot in
Fred Flainlow, former Spartan. little more difficult as rival coaches team. The YMCA squad
is coin and teams prepare to halt the
order to recuperate from the many , grid star and present
assistant!
posed of former State poloists,
minor bruises that have been both- freshman football coach, has been! DeGroot-Wantier-Hubbard machine.
and several seasoned performers
SIX TO GO
ering them. Today they return to given a position on the temporary!
from Stanford and other surroundOn successive week -ends, the
practice for what DeGroot con - boxing staff which has taken over!
ing institutions.
siders will be one of the toughest I Coach DeWitt Portal’s classes dur-1 Spartans meet Santa Barbara, WilHAMMOND & WINDSOR
lamette,
Redlands,
Loyola,
Fresno,
games on the entire schedule.
Mg his trip to Ja :an
The famed comedy diving act of
and
Drake.
Each
and
every
one
of
Ihddroot. just returned from
Joining George Latka, State!
Was Hammond and Jack Windsor
the six teams are capable of haltscouting Santa Barbara State student and professional fighter,!!
is slated to once again perform
ing
the
San
Jose
win
streak,
with
before the San Jose public. These
The real "hard luck kid" of against University of San Fran- and Bill Van Vleck, Hamlow took !
Fresno
particularly
anxious
to
do
Sparta was awarded the game ball cisco, stated that the Gauchos over his duties last week. The
boys, who have appeared in water
SO.
carnivals all over the western
by his victorious teammates who have improved tremendously In the trio has complete charge of the
San Jose’s hopes for continuance
boxing
activities.
last
two
weeks, and are primed up
states, and have gained national
would have given anything to have
of the win streak rest on the burly
This includes the coaching of
recognition by their slap -stick
him in there with them. Besides for an upset over the Spartans.
shoulders of a big, fast, and hardthe remainder of the boxing squad
comedy.
being the Number 1 brain of the
MORAL WIN
charging line that has been slightly
squad. "Pete" is a natural leader
The Gauchos held the mighty which was left after the team of
Lawrence Mnare s, freshman
neglected by sports writers.
and along with Captain Bob forms Dons to a scoreless tie Saturday live men went to Japan to meet
diver, will present his diving rouWARNER
SYSTEM
a perfect combination that has led night, and won a moral victory. th Japanese national champs there.
tine to the spectators. Mijarea is
With the advent of Pop Warner
the team to its long list of vic- Coached in the finer points of footone of the finest divers ever to
Into the State football picture, Intories.
enroll in Washington Square.
ball by Spud Harder, who Is conterest centered largely on the ofsidered tops in his business, Santa
fensive maneuvers of the backfield.
The man who took Dave’s place, Barbara will field a team against
Nothing In football Is more enter"Croonin" Joe Rishwain, did a the Spartans that depends mainly
taining and interesting to watch
swell job and deserves a lot more on speed and deception for Its
than the single, double, and triple
credit than he is getting.
scores.
Duke Tornell, whose play in the reverses with laterals thrown in
The downtown papers. or rather
S:in Jost. came through the College of Pacific game Friday for good measure. However, at the
the most "knowing" sixots writ rjs r I
with few minor in- night was considered the most out- same time, nothing in football
of those sheets, are eheerriii: .i...::
(’hock Johnson suffered a standing of linemen, is this week’s could be dull and look sillier than
Picked for his sterling play in the
lack of experience as the
reasull ;
is!!! I :trilcie Friday night but winner of the pen of the week these same plays behind a weak San Jose State -College of Pacific
the Spartans didn’t score more
line.
cull iii in suit and ready to go award, according to the judges.
);:snie last Friday night, Chuck
often.
There is no doubt that in the
iv The Spartans will still he
The pen. awarded by Ace Bagby,
They concede that he did a goo,’ without
Johnson, who plays lots of shortthe services of quarter- goes to Tornell for his outstanding Warner system, the line plays a
job "under the circumstances" hut
side end for the Spartans, was selbail{ Dave Metier:al
defensive work, in which he hat - much more important part than in
that if he had done this or Hutt
any other system. The linemen ected as the outstanding Spartan
the
C.O.P.
forward
wall
and
tercel
the score would have been greater.
pulling out of the line to lead the ririder on the field.
haeks for almost 60 minutes.
One of them even says that
hacks must do the right thing at
To Chuck, for his tine playing,
DeGroot was satisfied with Joe’s
the right time, and the linemen
work but still they spread out the
goes
a $5.50 meal ticket, awarded
out
carry
staying in the line must
Lost: Elements of Marketing by
headlines that the junior’s lack of
by Archle’s Steak House.
their assignments letter perfect. So weekly
experience kept the score down.
Converse. I’d like the present holder
goes the line go the backs.
Who are the players supposed to contact me at the YMCA. Bal.
STRONG LINE
to satisfy anyway, their coach or 3305.Hampton Richey.
It is very obvious when looking
the guys who pound out their
_
back at each of the seven Spartan *--- Headed by "Rambling Al" Alvlso,
bread and butter from the sweat
Epsilon Nu Gamma: A meeting I
Deutscher Vereln will meet towins, that the San Jose line has
if the players?
will be held today at noon in the Ithe freshman football team of San been the major factor in victory. morrow night at Mr. Newby’s
!Jesse State college faces an unEngineering Lab.Chief.
This department
thinks
The DeGroot-coached forward wall home. Old members are invited to
Joe
known quantity Friday night in
played a whale of a game before
has completely out-played all op. hear of Mr. Newby’s adventures
Stadium
when
meets
Spartan
it
who
All Industrial Arts majors
his home town people and in plenty
ponents by a wide margin and south of the border. Cars at the
the
college
in
junior
Maria
Santa
satisfied with his selection of plan to do practice teaching next
therein lies the key to the success. Student Union at 7:30.
Ploys. As for the score being quarter please report to H. A. Sot- preliminary to San Jose-Santa Bar- fill season thus far.
R. Kelley, prexy.
tiara
game.
larger din Joe tell his men to zln at once,
Leading critics and coaches who
the
unsung,
Unheralded and
!
fumble three times when touchLost: Minimum French by Gage,
have watched the Spartans In ac downs were right In their
Members of the Yal Omed club Santa Maria outfit comes to San lion rate the San Jose forward wall Finder please return to Lost and
bands?
NUF SED!
meet in front of the Student Union Jose with a minimum of advance on a par with the best on the Found. Name and address on inner
even
tomorrow evening at 7:15. From Publicity. At this writing
coast. This writer goes one better cover.
San Jose State hit rinothei na there we will go to the home of early season results are not avail - by venturing that the Spartan line
able.
banal paper last week
meet
regular
All Eta Epsilon members are inis the equal of any in the entire
when t wii Verne Williams for a
Improving mightily last week to
Pictures appeared in ’Nile tern
rig. The coming informal initiawest and predicting that no op - vited to the Hallowe’en party to be
ri’
freshMary’s
St.
powerful
the
BALL MEWS,
hold
for
ponent on the San Jose schedule given in Room 1 of the Home
published in I
, tion will be the main topic
man team last Saturday night, the
trait, Michigan. This
has the slightest chance to cope Economics building Monday eveweekly, which discussion. Carl Arth.
at
with
game
this
enter
Spartlets
pinfessem to he the
ning, October 30. at 8:00. Wear a
with them.
"American
getting one
Collegiate Sports Weekly",
The regular meeting of the Rain. least an even chance of
With Johnson, Alien, and Reg - costume. Acceptance must be in
came!
.
ledger.
of
the
erodit side
through with a
front page picture howclub will be held at 12:00 to- on the
mato at ends. Bronzan and Tornell Room 19 by Thursday.
of Coaches
Sparked by Al Alviso, frosh cap - holding down the tackle posts,
DeGroot and Warner day in the H. E. building, Room 1.
real power
Under the caption:
Bring your lunches.E. Riley, pr. tain, the team showed
Presley, Cook. Buffa, and Carmody icing through the line an almost
"Co-c..iiilies
in holding down an outfit that at guards and Titchenal, BuckingIJNBEATEN!" . .
Yes.
LI
it I::
impossibility. Fast, intelligent, and
for man. It
capitalized.
A book "An Introductory Course ! outweighed them man
ham. and Lavagnino at renters, averaging 195 pounds, they have
that
The second
passing
and
kicking
his
was
Will
Black.
by
ni:Vell opponents have found run - completely
picture was iii the - in College Physics"
throttled all running
hock page and
their heels all
featured the harot finder please return to Lost and kept the Gaeiets on
attacks to date.
LiOnle Kenny
evening.
,
Cook. Tho ieLguILLI
F nit, it.
tained several
Fundamentals are the things to words of Kenny’s
football ability
Ten cents each
1/1
:dressed in this week’s
and also stated
There will be a meeting of the
10C
4"C
that he was
the handsomest man freshman class officers and repre ilrills, stated Coach ITartranft.
lit the
forte
main
ortaRt
the
team.
401 Twohy lildg.
I
sentatives tomorrow at 12:15 in These were
I
If such
New and Used Radios
25":, Discount If Student
1
publicity keeps rip, the Room 107. Committee heads, please week’s practice sessions and their
Open
until
9
P.M
1
Body
Card
presented.
a
aids will soon
evidence
in
results were much
be wanting to know have your reports ready.
598 West San Carlos
C’ol 3036
Watch Repairs of all Types I
quote Ranee Cook ?
under the arcs Saturday.
Bill Wells.
end quote.

Fred Hamlow To
Aid Boxing
Staff

Tornell Wins Pen
For Great Play

NOTICES

Johnson Stands
Out In COP Tilt

FROSH GRIDDERS
IN PRELIMINARY
OPENER FRIDAY

most
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.1..____._.________.._.
I
SAN JOSE
1
SHOP
,
WATCH
I
CALIFORNIA RADIO SHOP
Popular Swing Records
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Collect Unemployment Insurance, Says Deap
OF TURK
ELIGIBLES MAY APPLY AT Room For Five IMPORTANCE
Group Photos ALLIANCE STRESSED
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
"A great many students at San Jose State college are eligible
for unemployment compensation and are unaware of the fact," Dean
Paul Pitman declared last week.
If any student thinks he might have a claim to compensation,
Five more clubs may have group
Dean Pitman urges him to go to the unemployment office, 393 So. pictures in La Torre, Mareelle
- -- Chabre announced yesterday.
Second street. and make inquiry. !
All it will cost la a little time, he
The first five to make appoint-

In La Torre

stated.
All who have been employed during the past year and are unemployed or have only part-time work
now are eligible for compensation.
"It is the employees’ money an
d
they should collect it," the dean
emphasized.
OUTSIDE WORK
Dean Pitman also pointed out
that there are jobs open in the outof-school N.Y.A. program for students who are taking less than 12
units. Headquarters for N.Y.A.
are at 84 South First street. Students may see Mr. Pitman in the
dean of men’s office before they
go down if they wish.

’STUDENT AID
FUND VOTED
,BY P.T.A.

i

First N.Y.A. work cards were
turned in last Thursday. Although
some of the students did not complete their hours, about $2800 was
supposed to be paid to the men
and women students for last
work,
j.month’s
160 NOW ON N.Y.A.
Approximately 160 men are now
receiving N.Y.A. work, and this
number will probably he increased
to 175 next month, according to
Dean Pitman.

ments. from 10 to 1 p.m. today at
the La Torre desk in the Publications office will be accepted.
Clubs that must make new appointments because of poor pic.T
tures are the Newman club, P.E.
Majors, and Bibliophiles. These
retakes will be made Wednesday
The California P.T.A. announces from 12 to 1 p.m. Appointments
that it now has a loan fund to must be made for a definite date.
help students finish high school
Beginning next Monday appointor college.
ments for individual pictures will

The money. a maximum amount
of $150 a year, is for single students between the ages of 18 and
24.
Any student interested in a loan
should see the Dean of Women.
Applicants should have five letters; three as to scholastic standing and personal qualities from
faculty of the school last attended,
it personal letter of recommendation from a P.T.A. member, and
a personal letter from the student
stating conditions and his plans
for the future.
Signatures from three citizens
and a transcript of grades from
school last attended are also reguired

LATE NEWS BRIEFS

;

CO-ED BECOMES MEMBER DR. KENNEDY COMPLETES
BOOK TALKS TODAY
OF DELTA EPSILON
Mist, Toyo Oka, conimercial ail
major, became a member of Delta
Epsilon, art honor society, at a
formal initiation last Saturday
evening.
The initiation, followed by a
social evening, was held at the
Saratoga home of Miss Estelle
Hoisholt, faculty adviser for the
societ v

FROSH CLUB TO MEET
THURSDAY AT YWCA
The banquet and organization
meeting of the Freshman 43 club
will take place Thursday evening
at 530 in the Rose Room of the
City YWCA. Mr. Ralph Eckert
will be the speaker of the evening,
addressing the group on "1 I Were
A College Freshman".
The meeting will introduce newcomers to college ’Y activities,
while songs and yells will also he
part of the evening’s entertainment. A small fee will he charged
for admission.
All 43 Club members are urged
to attend and to bring one guest.
Any freshman fellow All, is interested is welcome to att.

DR. CAMPBELL TO SPEAK
TODAY. LITTLE THEATER
lie 1..ei I C Campbell, science 1,
structer, will speak on "American
Interest in War" for Behind the.
News class tomorrow at 12 In the
II’’ Theater

YWCA CAKE SALE TODAY
IN OUAD FROM 11 TO 1
’the ’a for all flavors, shape’s meet
sizes will be on sale by the YWCA
in the quad today from 11 o’clock
until one o’clock. A big piece of thel
favorite cake can be secured for
only a nickel, according to the
"Y" girls who will do the selling.,

Dr.

( herald Kennedy will com-

plete his series of four reviews on
well-known books at the meeting
of the Philosophy of Life Discussion

Group

today

from

4:30

to

again be considered by the La
Torre staff. No appointments will
be changed unless it is absolutely
necessary, members of the staff
stated.
Following is a list of those who
have appointments today at Bushnell’s Studio, 34 North First St.:

By VANCE PERRY
Importance of the
Turkish,
deice with England and
France:,
pends upon how far the
Allies,.
ready to prosecute the war,
in,.
opinion of Dr. William
Pons,
head of the Social Science
&luAn eight -mile hike up Laurel men?
The treaty offers the
canyon was taken by 13 members
Ales
of the Hiking section of the Camp excellent chance to cut off
supp,
Leadership Group last Sunday. The of oil coming through
the
trip turned out ace well that sim- Sea from Rinkaa to Gem:
ilar ones are planned for the fu- points out Dr. Poytress.
Frit
ture, states Dr. Robert Rhodes, and Britain will now be
atli.
nature study professor.
travel freely through the
Le
Any students interested in join- denelles, straits
controlled
coning such parties are invited to
Turkey.
tact either Dr. Rhodes or Bob
Another factor affected
by
Thorup, chairman of the hiking treaty is the position
of the Bata
group.
area, according to Dr.
Poytts
After Sunday’s trip the hikers The. hold of France
and England:
joined other members of the Camp the straits relay
worry both ltc
Leadership Group at the Los Gatos and Russia
enough so that ter
Boy Scout cabin where they had may belie an
:ee live pail in thew
dinner, played gatel,s. 11 lid engaged he believes.
in a bit of star study
Also parts of both Hungaryg
.irsia were sliced off Merl:Id War to form Roumania’
lti a possibility, then. says Dr
t l’41iS, that Russia may teani rn
re ei it
y f or a partition
te eumania.

CAMP GROUP
HIKES EIGHT
MILES SUNDAY

9:15 Doris Rowe, 9:30 Sue Bra
dy, 9:45 Albert Wasserman, 10:00
William Myers, 10:15 Antoinette
Curd, 10:30 Katherine Hall, 10:45
Beatrice Clark, 11:00 Edgar Shaffer, 11:15 Vincent Arena, 11:30
Ruth Froehlich, 11:45 Mary FroehInformal initiation of pledges to!
lich, 12:00 Roy Willey.
the Artizans. inen’s art society.
12:15 Mary Schweiz,’, 12:30 Ar- begin at neon today, President
dis Jasper, 12:45 Dan Bessemer, Tom A ndrews announces.
1:00 Eileen Brown, 115 Muriel,
The initiations will be held the
Ouirnot, 1:30 Bob Boucke, 1:45 ti.st iif thee week, Andrews maid
Laurence Thurman, 2:00 Corinne A it iv it
will be culminated with
!owe, 2:15 Judy Wrigley, 2:30 a formal initiation dinner next !
eeasethy Stuart, 2:45 Mary Ellen Monday night at the Hotel De- !
A nominating committee ss
ward, 3:00 Melvin Barhelini, 3:15 Anna.
!elected by members of the 0.
1.14incis Doyle, 3:45 Margaret McPlans for the initiation were I merce club at their meeting la
Donner, 4:00 Joseph Gattuccio, concluded at last night’s meeting I week to select candidata fest
4:15 Bernice Sanders, 4:30 Betty in the chite’s morns, 462 North election of officers to be held re
Baker. 4:45 James Hood.
Seemed street.
announces Jerry FitzGerald.
A.
on t he e-minittee are Katie:
*Palmier Margaret Hull, Bob
*Ietcher’. and Manuel Silva. The tie ’
lirrii will be held at thr best s:
(Continued Irons Page One)
Bye. By a novel arrangement of ular meeting of the club on Th

Initiation Begins
For Artizans

CLUB ELECTS
COMMITTEE

TRYOUTS

PRODUCTION
1OFFERS TWO
’NOVELTIES

scenery and lights, t he various
chapters of a dream will be porMOM.
trayed.
Dr. Kennedy will finish his reThe production dater( for "Christmas Carol" will lie December 7
view of "Reason and Emotion" by
and 8. This production will be
John MacMurray, the first part of
Two novel features of the San fr ee
to the genera l public.
which he gave last Tuesday.
Jose Players’ production, "Twelfth

5:30 o’clock in Room 14, the "Y"

WOOD. TIN CANS, BOXES
USED TO FASHION TOYS

Scraps of wood, tin cans and
boxes were the materials used to
Complete the collection of inexpenssive home-made toys now on exhibit at the entrance of the Home
Economics building.
Intended for the pre-school child
the collection illustrates that amusing toys can be build at Ironic
without resorting to the more expensive factory product.
Thin display was planned by MIMI
Betty Murdock, a member of Ed.
342, Methods elaaM in Home Economics.

Thanks, Fellows
I lie’ band expresses its mime.
it ion to Mr. Spaulding of the
Industrial Art s department,
Messrs. Louis La Barbera and
Seymore Locks; of the Art department, Mr. Charles Olsen of
the Merein.y Herald, Happy La Bee, and those menthers of the
barrel who donated their Bine
Ice help build the stunts leer the
College of Pacific ganie.
Rube Tuttle, Pub, Dir.,
San Jose. State Band.

Night", will be dances directed by
Miss Marjorie Lucas of the P. E.

Seven Hundred

day at 2:30.
The Commerce Cut-up waste
name. selected for their ants
Party on November IT, SO
Dancing and games set
er
refreshments will be feebl!
will hur
the spree.
Dancers
records through a PO
va.tienscte.
l
iddress system furnished by C’
l’

department and songs and musec
commerce majors 4,
which will be under the supervi-terging
sirs to hurry and get th’
sion of Miss Alma Williams of the
i nembership cards as BOW U r
sible. the. elute president pot.’
Music department.
out that the. cards costing 25 te
Both the dances and the songs
rr
will entitle. one tee enjoy club
I
tesults
of
a
survey conducted by I
will be authentic in every way
full year and :
iennia Beta, local chapter of the lieges for the.
They were an integral part of the
one quarter as before.
ional Alpha l’i Omega frate.r- feet only
productions during Shakespeare’s
, laity, on registration day showed
day.
SPARTAN REVUE
Mat 700 former Scouts are enTWO DANCES
NAME CONTEST
rolled :it S:111 Jose State- college..
There will be two dance tiCelleS.
Sponsored by Phi Epsilon Kali:,
The poll which was taken by the
The first dance will be the Pavane. fraternity among the men
I suggest the following llafth
students
which was it means employed by as they completed their registraI he !Men Smith quartet
members of the court during the tion revealed that four per cent of
!nth century tee (exhibit their dress the men students in the school
had
Tiadetionally the first dance of the been scouts at one time or another,
Signed
Oct.21’ .
it is slow and tamely. The 700 in all.
Contest closes Friday.
-e eon(’ dance will be the flalliarde,
The. rani: of Second Class scouts
.i lively number which the prim leel the list with twenty-eight per
e.iteels dance. in the last seem. of
it eel the. foetal !mintier of scouts,
the play.
while nee jeer cent diet not know
"It has always been my ambi what rank they hail bee, I ’ee
tion to direct the musical part of a class ((emits were the see eeeii
’Twelfth Night’ production," Miss est group making up I weld y ,sii.
Designer of
Alma Williams stated.
pier ei.ot if the total
The songs which Miss Williams *-

FormercouSts

E

nrolled Here

...,:,000000000;’
1,1Amorms
CHARLES S. GREGORY
Distinctive Jewelry

Irate.

alit bent le
Specially design PA Pi ,
Shake’.
spear., wrote the lyrics and bor- *
organizations. Beat
-*lu
’,woel musk of the clay that would
at priers that leielthle’
Will the person who took my
fit his words, Miss Williams Raid overcoat
0
by mistake off the train I
607 First Nat. Bank
She will take the bard’m words and Friday
please return it to the Lost
6th Floor
.,00000.00
adapt music of the time to them and Found
Of fleeAl
Vedovelli
14,?
000004:933:13$(4
directing
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Varsity Water Polo Team Faces YMCA
For City Championship Tonight
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pinch(Editor’s Note: Peregoy
hitting for Swenson.)
Spartan
Good news came to the
ampule yesterday when Captain
.hat broBob Titchenal reported
been transferred
ther Dave had
Hospital to the
from the San Jose
and is get school Health Cottage,
hug along fine.
Dave left the city hospital Satbeen under
The DeGroot-W., I Iler grid maurday after having
mow
observation for an y 11 i rig
il-ilie Swings into high gear this
xisious than the "
. olt as thee Spartans prepare for
twain concussion
’,. invasion of Gauchos from Santa
the
in
sustained
I’ it bara State college on lorielav
automobile acci,Iit in the Spartan Stadium.
eve
the
dent on
REST YESTERDAY
Pacific
of t he
The Spartans were given a rest
game
yesterday by Coach DeGroot in
Ile to "coming
’ order to recuperate from the many
in fine
ha c k’
minor bruises that have been bothshape and should
ering them. Today they return to
return to school Dave Titchenal
practice for what DeGroot conin a week. Nothing definite has
siders will be one of the toughest
been determined yet as be how
games on the entire schedule.
long the veteran quarterback will

Spartans Set For Santa
Barbara Invasion; Minor
Bruises Bother Team

be lost to the Spartans, but it will
be several weeks anyway.
The real "hard luck kid" of
Sparta was awarded the game ball
by his victorious teammates who
would have given anything to have
him in there with them. Besides
being the Number 1 brain of the
squad, "Pete" is a natural leader
and along with Captain Bob forms
a perfect combination that has led
the team to its long list of victorffs

I/el:root. just returned from
scouting Santa Barbara State
against University of; San Francisco, stated that the Gauchos
have Improved tremendously in the
last two weeks, and are primed up
for an upset over the Spartans.

MORAL WIN
The Gauchos held the mighty
Dons to a scoreless tie Saturday
night, and won a moral victory.
Coached in the finer points of football by Spud Harder, who is considered tops in his business, Santa
The man who took Dave’s place, Barbara will field a team against
"Croonin" Joe Rishwain, did a the Spartans that depends mainly
swell job and deserves a lot more on speed and deception for its
credit than he is getting.
scores.
The downtown papers, or rather
San Jose faille through the
the most "knowing" sports writers
C.O.P. clash with few minor Inof thew sheets, are cheering Joe’s
juries. Chuck Johnson suffered a
lack of experience! as the reason
sprained ankle Friday night but
the Spartans didn’t score more
will be in suit and ready to go
often.
today. The Spartans will still be
They concede that he did a good
without the services of quarterjob "under the circumstances" but
hack Dave Titchenal.
that if he had done this or that
the score would have been greater.
One of them even says that
DeGroot was satisfied with Joe’s
work but still they spread out the
headlines that the junior’s lack of
Lost: Elements of Marketing by
experience kept the score down.
Converse. I’d like the present holder
Who are the players supposed to contact me at the YMCA, Bal.
to satisfy anyway, their coach or 3305.Hampton Richey.
the guys who pound out their
blead and buttet from the sweat
Epsilon Nu Gamma: A meeting
of the players?
will be held today at noon In the
Engineering Lab.Chief.
This department
thinks
Joe
Played a whale of a game before
his home town people and is plenty
All industrial Arts majors who
satisfied with his selection of plan to do practice teaching next
Plays. As foe’ the score b ii n g quarter please report to H. A. Sot larger did Joe tell his men to am n at once.
fumble three times when touchdowns were right in their
Members of the Val Omed club
hands"’
NIT RED!
meet in front of the Student Union
tomorrow evening at 7:15. From
home of
San Jose State hit another
na- there we will go to the
tional paper last week
when two Verne Williams for a regular meetinitiaPictures appeared in THE
FOOT- ing. The coming informal
BALL NEWS,
published in De- tion will be the main topic for
troit, Michigan. This
weekly, which discussion. Carl Arth.
prOfeRtiell
to
be
t he
"American
Collegiate Sports Weekly", came
The regular meeting of the Rainhrough with
a front page picture bow club will be held at 12:00 tool’
DeGroot and Wwro, e. day in the H. E. building, Room I.
under the caption:
"Co cw.ohes. Bring your lunches.E. Riley, pr.
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UNBEATMN!"

capitalized.
The
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_Spattaa

.

Yes,

it

W118

second picture was Ms the
pas,ie and featured the
hand *so(’ Kenny Cook. ’rile
legend contabled several
words of Kenny’s
football ability
anti also stated
that her was
the haminomeemt man
on the team.
If 811,t1
loillbeity keeps lip, the.
gals Will
soon he
wanting to know
(Note Kmiec t’ook
7 end WU etc.

4.

Fred Hamlow To
Aid Boxing
Staff
Fred Handow, former Spartan
grid star and present assistant
freshman football coach, has been
given a position on the temporary
boxing staff which has taken over
Coach DeWitt Portal’s classes during his trip to Japan.
Joining George Latka, State
student and professional fighter,
and Bill Van Vleck, Hamlow took
over his duties last week. The
trio has complete charge of the
boxing activities.
This includes the coaching of
the remainder of the boxing squad
which was left after the team of
five men went to Japan to meet
th Japanese national champs there.

Tornell Wins Pen
For Great Play
Duke Tornell, whose play in the
College of Pacific game Friday
night was considered the most outstanding of linemen. is this week’s
winner of thee 1," of the week
award, according to the judges.
The pen, awarded by Ace Bagley.
goes to Tornell for his outstanding
defensive work, in which he battered the C.O.P. forward wall and
backs for almost 80 minutes.

FROSH GRIDDERS
IN PRELIMINARY
OPENER FRIDAY
Headed by "Rambling Al" Alviso,
the freshman football team of San
Jose State college faces an unknown quantity Friday night in
Spartan Stadium when it meets
Santa Maria junior college In the
preliminary to San Jose -Santa Barbara game.
Unheralded and unsung, the
Santa Maria outfit comes to San
Jose with a minimum of advance
publicity. At this writing even
,
early season results are not avail-

able.
Improving mightily last week to
hotel the powerful St. Mary’s fresh noon team last Saturday night, the
Spartiets enter this game with at
least an even chance ref getting one
em the credit side of the ledger.
Sparked by Al Aiviso, frosh captain, the team showed real power
in holding down an outfit that
them man for man. It
A book "An Introductory Course outweighed
and passing that
in College Physics" by Black. Will was his kicking
on their heels all
finder please return to Lost and kept the Cadets
evening.
Found.
Fundamentals are the things to
nmeit stressed in this week’s
There will be a meeting of the
Coach Hartranft
freshman class officers and repre- ileitis, stated
the main forte of last
sentatives tomorrow at 12:15 in These were
practice sessions ant their
Room 107. Committee heads, please week’s
!results were much in evidence
have your reports ready.
under thee arcs Saturday.
Wells.
Bill

One of the greatest aquatic shows in recent years will be presented in the Spartan pool tonight at 8 p.m. when Coach Charlie
Walker’s San Jose varsity water polo team meets the local YMCA
squad for the city championship. In addition to the feature contest,
diving exhibitions, comedy acts and special events are to be pre-

1 11 S uccess
Football
Due To Play Of
Great Linesmen

TO CREATE INTEREST
The performance, carded in an
effort to stimulate interest in the
water sport, will be a benefit
affair with the Community Chest
receiving the entire proceeds. Admission for students will be ten
cents;
however, any additional
sum for the Community Chest
By MORRIS MANOOGIAN
(Right Halfback on the Spartan will be appreciated. Townspeople
will be admitted for twenty-five
Football Eleven.)
cents.
Seven down and six to go. So it
In the water polo tilt the State
stands as the Spartans enter the
home stretch in their bid for na- septet, at present tied for first
tional recognition and another suc- place in the Bay Cities Water
cessful season. With each succeed- Water Polo League, will meet one
if their strongest opponents of
ing victory, the path becomes a
the season in the San Jose ’Y’
little more difficult as rival coaches
team. The YMCA squad is comand teams prepare to halt the 1
posed of former State poloists,
DeGroot-Warner-Hubbard machine.]
I and several seasoned performers
SIX TO GO
from Stanford and other surroundOn successive week -ends, the :
ing institutions.
Spartans meet Santa Barbara, WilHAMMOND & WINDSOR
lamette, Redlands, Loyola, Fresno,
The famed comedy diving act of
and Drake. Each and every one of
Wes Hammond and Jack Windsor
the six teams are capable of halting the San Jose win streak, with is slated to once again perform
before the San Jose public. These
Fresno particularly anxious to do
boys, who have appeared in water
DO.
carnivals all over the we
San Jose’s hopes for continuance
states, and have gained national
of the win streak rest on the burly
recognition by their slap -stick
shoulders of a big, fast, and hardcomedy.
charging line that has been slightly
Lawrence MI jar e s, freshman
neglected by sports writers.
diver, will present his diving rouWARNER SYSTEM
With the advent of Pop Warner tine to the spectators. Mijares is
one of the finest divers ever to
into the State football picture, Inenroll in Washington Square.
terest centered largely on the offensive maneuvers of the backfield.
Nothing in football Is more entertaining and interesting to watch
than the single, double, and triple
reverses with laterals thrown in
for good measure. However, at the
same time, nothing in football
could be dull and look sillier than
Picked for his sterling play in the
these same plays behind a weak! San Jose State -College of Pacific
i ne.
suttee last Friday night, Chuck
There is no doubt that in the ’
Warner system, the line plays a Johnson, who plays lots of short much more important part than in side end for the Spartans, was sel any other system. The linemen cited as the outstanding Spartan
pulling out of the line to lead the
hider on the field,
backs must do the right thing at
To Chuck, for his fine playing,
,
linemen
the
and
time,
right
the
meal ticket, awarded
staying in the line must carry out goen a $5.50
Steak House.
their assignments letter perfect. So weekly by Archie’s
goes the line go the backs.
STRONG LINE
It is very obvious when looking
back at each of the seven Spartan
Deutsche,- Verein will meet towins, that the San Jose line has
been the major factor in victory. morrow night at Mr. Newby’s
The DeGroot-coached forward wall home. Old members are invited to
has completely out-played all op- hear of Mr. Newby’s adventures
ponents by a wide margin and south of the border. Cars at the
therein lies the key to the success- Student Union at 7:30.
R. Kelley, proxy.
ful season thus far.
Leading critics and coaches who
Lost: Minimum French by Gage.
have watched the Spartans in action rate the San Jose forward wall Finder please return to Lost and
on a par with the best on the Found. Name and address on inner
coast. This writer goes one better cover.
by venturing that the Spartan line
All Eta Epsilon members are inis the equal of any in the entire
west and predicting that no op- vited to the Hallowe’en party to be
ponent on the San Jose schedule given in Room 1 of the Home
has the slightest chance to cope Economics building Monday evening, October 30, at 8:00. Wear a
with them.
With .Tohnson, Allen, and Reg- costume. Acceptance must be in
mato at ends, Bronzan and Tornell Room 19 by Thursday.
holding down the tackle posts,
Presley, Cook, Buffet, and Carmody ning throligh the tine an al nost
:it guards and Titchenal. Bucking. impossibility. Fast, intelligent, and
ham, and Lavagnino at centers, averaging 195 pounds, they have
seven opponents have found run - completely throttled all running

Johnson Stands
Out In COP Tilt

NOTICES

attacks to date.

Popular Swing Records SAN JOSE
1
10c Ten cents each lOc I
WATCH
SHOP
I
CALIFORNIA RADIO SHOP
401 Tweihy Bldg,
i
New and Used Radios
Open until 9 P M
West
Col 30:16
San Carlos
588

1

25";, Discount if Student
1
Body Card presented.
i
Watch Repairs of all Types l
_-..--*
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Collect Unemployment Insurance, Says Dean Ille
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FOUR

ELIGIBLES MAY APPLY AT Room For Five IMPORTANCE OF TURK
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE
!Group Photos ALLIANCE STRESSED
In La Torre
CAMP GROUP
" "" "s‘

"A great many students
Dean
of the fact,"
for unemployment compensation and are unaware college
are eligible
Paul Pitman declared last week.
If any student thinks he might have a claim to competusation,
Five more clubs may have group
Dean Pitman urges him to go to the unemployment office, 393 So. pictures in La Torre, Marcelle
Second street, and make inquiry.
Chabre announced yesterday.
All it will cost is a little time, inThe first five to make appointstated
ments from 10 to 1 p.m. today at
All who have been employed durthe La Torre desk In the Publithe past year and are unemcations office will be accepted.
ingployed or have only part-time work
ployed
Clubs that must make new apare eligible for compensation.
pointments because of poor picand
money
employees’
"It is the
tures are the Newman club, P.E.
the dean
they should collect it,
Majors, and Bibliophiles. These
emphasized.
retakes will be made Wednesday
OUTSIDE WORK
The California P.T.A. announces from 12 to 1 p.m. Appointments
Dean Pitman also pointed out that it now has a loan fund to must be made for a definite date.
that there are jobs open in the out- help students finish high school
Beginning next Monday appointof-school N.Y.A. program for stu- or college.
ments for individual pictures will
dents who are taking less than 12
The money, a maximum amount again be considered by the La
units. Headquarters for N.Y.A.
of $150 a year, is for single stu- Torre staff. No appointments will
are at 84 South First street. Stu- dents between the ages of 18 and
be changed unless it is absolutely
dents may see Mr. Pitman in the 24.
necessary, members of the staff
they
dean of men’s office before
Any student interested in a loan stated.
go down if they wish.
should see the Dean of Women.
Following is a list of those who
First N.Y.A. work cards were
Applicants should have live let- have appointments today at Bushturned in last Thursday. Although ters; three as to scholastic stand - nell’s Studio, 34 North First St
some of the students did not corn- ing and personal qualities from
9:15 Doris Rowe, 9:30 Sue Br,i
plete their hours, about $2800 was faculty of the school last attended.
dy, 9:45 Albert Wasserman, 10:00
the
to
men
paid
to
be
a
supposed
personal letter of recommenda- William Myers, 10:15 Antoinette
and women students for last lion from a P.T.A. member, and Curd, 10:30 Katherine Hall, 10:45!
month’s work.
a personal letter from the student Beatrice Clark, 11:00 Edgar Shaf160 NOW ON N.Y.A.
stating conditions and his plans fer, 11:15 Vincent Arena, 11:30
Approximately 160 men are now for the future.
Ruth Froehlich, 11:45 Mary FroehSignatures from three citizens lich, 12:00 Roy Willey.
receiving N.Y.A. work, and this
number will probably he increased and a transcript of grades from
12:15 Mary Schweizes, 12:30 Arto 175 next month, according to school last attended are also reJasper, 12:45 Dan Bessmer,
die
quired in the application.
Dean Pitman,
1:00 Eileen Brown, 1:15 Muriel
Ouirnot, 1:30 Bob Boucke, 1:45
Laurence Thurman, 2:00 Corinne
Howe, 2:15 Judy Wrigley, 2:30
Dorothy Stuart, 2:45 Mary Ellen
Ward, 3:00 Melvin Barhelini, 3:15
********************* * ***** *********** ****** ***** Fronde Doyle, 3:45 Margaret Mc Donner, 4:00 Joseph Gattuecio,
4:15 Remit’, Sanders, 4:30 Betty
Baker. 4 15 James Hood.
-,iii,iiii’rcial art
Miss Toyo I lk.i,
Di Gerald Kennedy will commajor, became a member of Delta plete his series of four reviews on
Epsilon, art honor society, at a
well-known books at the meeting
formal initiation last Saturday
of the Philosophy of Life Discusevening.
The initiation, followed by a sion Group today from 4:30 to

STUDENT AID
FUND VOTED
BY P.T.A.

LATE NEWS BRIEFS

CO -ED BECOMES MEMBER DR. KENNEDY COMPLETES
BOOK TALKS TODAY
OF DELTA EPSILON

- - By VANCE PERRY

HIKES EIGHT
MILES SUNDAY

FROSH CLUB TO MEET
THURSDAY AT YWCA

The banquet and iireanizatIon
meeting of the Freshman 43 club
will take place Thursday evening
at 5:30 in the Rose Room of the
City YWCA. Mr. Ralph Eckert
will be the speaker of the evening,
addressing the group on "I I Were
A College Freshman".
The meeting will introduce newcomers to college ’Y’ activities,
while songs and yells will also be
part of the evening’s entertainment. A small fee will be charged

WOOD. TIN CANS. BOXES
USED TO FASHION TOYS

Scraps of wood, tin cans and
boxes were the materials used to
complete the collection of inexpenssive home-made toys now on exhibit at the entrance of the Home
Economics
Intended for the pre-school child
II.’ collect ion illustrates that emusian be build at home
without resorting to the more expensive factory product.
for admission.
This display was planned by Miss
All 43 Club members are urged
:illy Murdock, a member of FA.
guest
one
bring
to
and
attend
to
;12, Methods class in Home EcAny freshman fellow who is inter
iiiiimies
attend.
to
..sted is welcome

DR. CAMPBELL TO SPEAK
TODAY, LITTLE THEATER
science in
Earl i
oilictor will speak on "American
Interest In War" for Behind the
NaWS class tomorrow at 12 in the
TAM, Theater

YWCA CAKE SALE TODAY
IN QUAD FROM 11 TO 1
for all flav,a. !lumps and
sizes will be on male by the YWCA
in the quad today from II o’clock
until one o’clock. A big piece of lb,
favorite cake can be secured for
only a nickel, according to the
"Y" girls who will do the selling,

Thanks, Fellows
The hand expresses its am.’
jut tilt to Mr Spaulding of the
Industrial Arts department,
Messrs. Louis La Barbera and
:teyinore Lochs of the Art de
partment, Mr. Charles Olsen of
ii..’ Mercury Herald, Happy LaBee, and those members of the
band who donated their time
I,. help build the stunts for the
,r, , of Pacific game.
Rube Tuttle. Pub. DIE .
San Jim, State Band

Importance of the Turkish
ance with England and France*
pends upon how far the Allies
a,,

ready to prosecute the War, la t
opinion of Or. William
Poytrat
head of the Social Science
dew
ment.
An eight -mile hike up Laurel
members
The
13
treaty
by
canyon was taken
offers the Allies
c
of the Hiking section of the Camp excellent chance to cut off supple
The
of oil coming through the
Leadership Group last Sunday.
131a,
trip turned out so well that sim- Sea from Russia to German,
ilar ones are planned for the fu- points out Dr. Poytreas.
Frano
tore, states Dr. Robert Rhodes, and Britain will now be
able!
nature study professor.
travel freely through the
De.
Any students Interested in join- denelles, straits
controlled i.
ing such parties are invited to con- Turkey.
tact either Dr. Rhodes or Bob
Another factor affected by the
Thorup, chairman of the hiking treaty is the position of
the Balite
group.
area, according to Dr. Poytres
After Sunday’s trip the hikers The hold of France and
England,joined other members of the Camp tin’ atraits !nay worry
both lts:
Leadership Group at the Los Gatos and RUSnia enough
so that
had
they
where
cabin
Scout
Boy
may tabu an act he part in these
dinner, played games, and engaged he believes.
in a hit of star study.
Also parts of both Hungary an
Russia were sliced off after 2
World War to form Roumania :
is a possibility. then, says Dr to
tress, that Russia may team we
Hungary for a partition
Roumania

the

Initiation Begins
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For Artizans

Informal initiation of pledges to
the Artizans, men’s art society,
begin at noon totlay, President
Tom Andrews announces.
The initiations will be held the
rest of the week, Andrews said
Activities will be culminated with
a formal initiation dinner’ next
Monday night at the Hotel DeAnza.
Plans for the initiation were
concluded at best night’s meeting
in the club’s MOMS, 462 North
Second street.

cation,

-*

OFFERS TWO
NOVELTIES

dentttOU,I
CoprOl afitcethredi but,
b0at

front of
the quad
Home Ec
the Stud
a’b’boGorsovo:deAbatiri

contribilt
T
,,rrmaieri:rnedoNf
last nigh
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Hundred

Former Scouts
E

nrolled Here

CHARLES S. GREGORY
Distinctive Jewelry

_
Will

NOTICE

to,

1,34) at
A nominating committee a.
elected by members of the Cmr
merce club at their meeting le
week to select candidates for r
election of officers to be held Ea’
announces Jerry FitzGeraid.

On the ciinunittee are Bather:Palmer. Margaret Hull, Bob F
setter. and Manuel Silva. The tie
lion will lie held at the next c.
(Continued front Page One)
tive. By a novel arrangement of Mar meeting of the club on Thor
scenery and lights, the various day at ’2:30
The Commerce Cut-up wan "
chapters of a dream will be porname selected for their vita
trayed.
The production dates for "Christ - party on November 17, etas
Masi Carol" will be December 7 Fit
- -Dancing and games net of 1.
and 8. This production will be
Two novel features of the San
refreshments will be Natant e
free to the general public.
Jose Players production, Twelfth
the spree. Dancers will hear Is
latest records through a pus:
Night", will be dances directed by
Seven
address
system furnished by GIP
Miss Marjorie Lucas of the P. E.
Vance.
department and songs and music
Urging commerce mayors Cwhich will be under the supervithe:
Militut’S to hurry and get
sion of Miss Alma Williams of the
membership cards as soon SS
table, the club president polio
Music department.
costing Zero
out that the
Both the dances and the songs
to enjoy club pfh,
Results of a survey conducted by will entitle one
will he authentic in every way. I
year and
’Gamma Beta, local chapter of the lieges for the full
iThey went an integral part of the
as before
national Alpha Pi Omega frater- for only one quarter
iproductions during Shakespeare’s
nity, on registration day showed
day.
SPARTAN REVUE
’ that 700 former Scouts are enTWO DANCES
NAME CONTEST
rolled at San Jose State college’.
There will be two dance scenes.
Sponsored by Phi Epsilon Kappt
The poll which was taken by the
narse
The first dance will he the Pavane, !fraternity among the men students
I auggest the following
Smith quartet
which was a !Timm; employed by as they completed their
Helen
for
the
registramembers of the court riming the tion revealed that four per cent
of
10th eentury to exhibit their dress, the men students in the school had
ilitionally the first dance of the been scouts at one time or another,
Signed
21
iiing, it is slow and stately. The 700 in all.
Contest closes Friday, Oct.
- oid dance will be tht Galliarde,
The rank of Second Class scouts
lit .1v number which the prin- !led the list with twenty-eight
per
0000000000000OOt:’,
,Iiince in the last scene of rent of the total windier of scouts,
I b.. play
DIAMONDS
while five per cent did not know
"It has always been my arnbi what rank they had been. hind
lion to direct the musical part of a class scouts were the second larg
’Twelfth Night’ production," Miss eat group making up twenty-oni
Designer of
Alma Williams stated.
per cent of the total.
Tile songs which Mims Williams *--- for
is directing are authentic ShakeSpecially designed ON
speare wrote the lyrics anti boyorganizations. Bent guslitY
pitase
Irowed music of tlie day that would
at prices that
the person who took my
lit his words, Miss Williams said. overcoat by mistake off
Bldg
the train
607 First Nat. Bank
SM. will take the bard’s words and Friday please return it to
the Lost :0
6th Floor
’Maid music of the time to them and Found or me. --Al
Vedovelli.
’ C00000000000000000000

TRYOUTS

iab:etthei lir; 0::

’Trani g

CLUB ELECTS
COMMITTEE

*-

PRODUCTION

social evening, was held at the 5:30 o’clock in Room 14, the "Y"
Saratoga home of Miss Estelle room.
Hoisholt, faculty adviser for the
Dr. Kennedy will finish his re
society.
view of "Reason and Emotion" by
John MaeMurra
the first art of
which he gave last Tuesday.
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